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Values are perhaps the most vital part of the jigsaw of your life in terms of understanding 
what motivates and fulfils you. We all have values, but we are mostly unconscious of 

them. This exercise brings them up to the surface and helps you get crystal clear about 
what makes you tick. 

 
 
 

Please use this list to help you identify your 10 top values. It’s important that you work quite 
quickly, relying on your intuition to guide you.  

 
Look at the table of values overleaf. 

 
Take a moment to consider each value and its importance to you personally. Read 

through the list a second or third time again and choose the 10 that you consider to be 
extremely important to you; the values that reflect who you are and what you believe to 

be important in life. 
 
 

Many values seem quite similar. Some seem like personal values and some seem like 
universal values or principles. Don’t worry about that. Just choose the ones that reflect 

how you feel in your heart. Or if you prefer, cluster a few together, for example: 
appreciation/acknowledgment/recognition. 

 
If you’re struggling to choose between several, ask yourself which you would choose if 
you could only choose one. And if you have a value in mind that isn’t listed, please do 

include it. 
 

Bring your list along to our next session.  
 

 
Coaching Tip 1: This is about YOU and your values. So keep a wary eye out for any 

“shoulds” – feelings that you ought to have certain values, for example, “honesty”. It is 
vital that in this process of identifying your own personal value system you learn to notice 
when you are responding to the values of others or of society at large and when you are 

listening to your heart. 
 
 
 

Coaching Tip 2:  If you’re stuck, one of these prompts might help you: 
 

What would absolutely ideal weekend be like? You can do, be and have everything you 
love – what would that be? 

 
I couldn’t live without ….. – what would life be like without this value? 
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TABLE OF VALUES 

 
 

 accomplishment family pressure 
accuracy fast pace privacy 

a life of the mind forward movement recognition 
achievement freedom respect 

achieving potential friendship risk-taking 
acknowledgment fun romance 

adventure hard work routine 
altruism harmony results 

appreciation helping others safety 
artistic endeavour honesty security 

authenticity humour self-care 
autonomy imagination self-expression 
balance independence sensuality 

aesthetics/beauty influencing service 
being a catalyst integrity solitude 

being in flow Intellectual rigour spirituality 
being my best intimacy status 

belonging intuition success 
challenge joy support 

clarity justice teaching 
commitment keeping promises teamwork 
compassion leadership thrill 
completion learning tolerance 

connectedness leisure time tradition 
contribution love trust 

co-operation loyalty variety 
creativity making a difference vitality 

dependability making decisions wellness 
directness money winning 

ease my faith wisdom 
elegance nurturing Other: 

emotional health openness Other: 
empathy order/accuracy Other: 

empowerment organisation Other: 
encouraging nature Other: 

energy partnership Other: 
entertaining passion Other: 
environment peace Other: 

equality peace of mind Other: 
excellence personal growth Other: 
excitement personal responsibility Other: 

expertise pioneering Other: 
fairness power Other: 

 


